Dying dangerously: Necrotic cell death and chronic inflammation promote tumor growth.
Extract: We all shudder about untimely deaths or those that we were not prepared for. As such we perceive such "unscheduled" deaths as dangerous. Similarly, apoptotic death (literally falling leaves) or the programmed cell death of cells in multicellular organisms ranging from slime mold and simple worms through to mammals, has a level of tidiness and well-orchestrated activities with literally hundreds if not thousands of gene products employed with either the primary or secondary purpose of coordinating the orderly death of cells throughout life. During inflammation of any sort, driven by tissue damage or injury or infection by pathogens (virus, bacteria, and parasites), apoptotic death similarly serves to quickly rid the host of damaged cells, promote removal and digestion of the infected cell, and prepare the way for tissue remodeling and repair. When this goes awry, for example during periods of chronic inflammation, tissues are subjected to the contrasting needs of driving apoptotic death whilst maintaining the barrier function of the epithelia (such as skin cells) as well as the selective permeability of mucosal sites (i.e., areas where mucus is secreted to protect the cells from their surroundings, such as gut cells protecting themselves from the gastric acids). Prudently, they need to limit and husband local resources sufficiently for the maintenance of tissue integrity and renewal. It is our provocative and novel contention that cancer in adults (and not children) most often arises in a setting of chronic inflammation and disordered cell death rather than one associated primarily with disordered cell growth as it is popularly imagined by scientists, clinicians, and the general public.